CITY OF BURBANK

TRAFFIC CONTROL JOURNEYMAN

DEFINITION

Under general supervision, to perform a variety of skilled jobs in traffic control maintenance activities; to operate a variety of tools and equipment; and to do related work as required.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

Performs a variety of traffic control maintenance work; lays out and paints street markings, parking lines, lines and directional messages on City streets; paints barricades; installs raised pavement buttons on street surfaces; removes obsolete traffic markings on street surfaces; mixes and uses a wide variety of paints and chemicals; cleans and maintains street marking and painting equipment and brushes; operates jack hammer, power rams, spece, air compressor, spray gun, asphalt grinder and burner, post-hole digger and a variety of other hand and power tools and equipment; drives truck and street striping machine; measures for the placement of signs; repairs, removes, maintains, and erects metal and wooden street information signs and posts; mixes and pours concrete; installs freeway advance warning signs and overhead street signs; establishes traffic flow by setting up cones, barricades, delineators and flags to ensure safety of workers; makes out daily records as required; may act as leadworker over a small number of employees.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

Employment Standards:

- Knowledge of - the tools, equipment and materials commonly used in traffic control maintenance; a variety of paints and chemicals; methods and techniques used in the installation, maintenance, and repair of signs and street markings;

- Ability to - operate and maintain trucks, jack hammers, air compressors, power rams, booms, and other mechanical equipment; work safely in heavy traffic areas such as streets and intersections; perform work in inclement weather; read blueprints; measure distances accurately and layout work precisely; mechanical ability; follow written and oral directions; supervise the work of a small crew; establish and maintain effective working relationships with supervisors, fellow employees, and the public.

Education/Training: Two years of recent experience in traffic control maintenance work, including one year at a higher skill level than Laborer.

Special Conditions & Requirements: Employees in this classification, who are required by applicable laws and regulations to have respiratory protection, shall comply with the American National Standards Institute’s requirements on Practices for Respiratory Protection.

License & Certificates: A valid California Class “C” driver’s license or equivalent at time of appointment, and may be required to have a California Class “A” driver’s license or equivalent if necessary for needs of the City.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

None.